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Atoms and molecules adsorbed on metals affect each other indirectly even over considerable distances.
Via systematic density-functional calculations, we establish the nature and strength of such interactions,
and explain for what adsorbate systems they critically affect important materials properties. This is
verified in kinetic Monte Carlo simulations of epitaxial growth, which help rationalize a number of
recent experimental reports on anomalously low diffusion prefactors.
PACS numbers: 68.35.Fx, 68.35.Bs, 68.35.JaBesides forming direct chemical bonds at short separa-
tions, atoms and molecules interact indirectly over large
distances via relaxations in the lattice of substrate atoms
on which they are adsorbed. In metals, polarization of the
electron gas gives rise to a supplementary form of indi-
rect adsorbate interactions [1–5]. Because almost nothing
is known about the relative and absolute strengths of these
long-ranged elastic and electronic interactions for real met-
als, it is unclear in general how they modify adsorbate be-
havior and affect materials properties.
Microscopic studies that have addressed this problem
are scarce [6–9]. Recent experimental measurements have
suggested that long-range interactions strongly influence
adsorbate ordering on metals, and have shown that tra-
ditional analyses fail [6,10,11]. While such accounts are
invaluable for quantifying adsorbate interactions, direct
studies are needed to pin down the relative roles of elastic
versus electronic effects and, most importantly, address a
fundamental question: when must we worry about indirect
interactions?
Many materials properties are modeled with implicit
assumptions about these interactions. For instance, a com-
mon way of experimentally determining adsorbate mobili-
ties is to measure the island density and then via mean-field
nucleation theory or kinetic simulations deduce the corre-
sponding activation energy and diffusion prefactor [12].
This standardized way of measuring diffusion rates has
pointed out systems with anomalously low (by many or-
ders of magnitude) prefactors [12].
In this Letter, we address these issues from first prin-
ciples. For two electronically quite different metals, calcu-
lations within density-functional theory directly reveal the
magnitude, oscillations, and falloff of the electronic part
with the distance between adatoms at binding sites and
in transition states. These numbers cannot be predicted
from simple models. Then relaxation is allowed so that
the elastic component is isolated and its effects examined.
By comparing the induced perturbations in the potential-
energy landscape with surface corrugation and adsorbate
binding, we predict for what materials systems indirect910 0031-90070085(9)1910(4)$15.00interactions are maximally important. These perceptions
are corroborated by kinetic Monte Carlo simulations of
epitaxial growth which show a large increase in island den-
sity when indirect interactions are taken into account. An
immediate consequence of this particular result is that it of-
fers an explanation to a series of recent reports on anoma-
lously low diffusion prefactors.
For reasons outlined below, we focus our study on two
metal systems: AlAl(111) and CuCu(111). The calcula-
tions are based on density-functional theory (DFT) [13,14],
using a pseudopotential method, as implemented in the
VASP code [15]. For the exchange-correlation functional,
the local-density approximation (LDA) [16] is used for Al,
and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [17]
for Cu. The one-electron wave functions are expanded in a
plane-wave basis with an energy cutoff of 9.0 (17.2) Ry for
Al (Cu), using ultrasoft Vanderbilt pseudopotentials [18].
The Brillouin zone is sampled according to the Methfessel-
Paxton scheme [15]. The Kohn-Sham equations are solved
self-consistently, and the atomic structure optimized until
forces on all unconstrained atoms are less than 0.03 eVÅ,
which yields convergence down to the 1 meV level.
To reduce image interactions, the periodic supercells
used in the calculations span at least twice the maximum
adsorbate-adsorbate distance examined in a specific direc-
tion. For Al, our (111) supercell consists of 14 3 4 3 6
(336) atoms; for Cu we employ a 12 3 4 3 4 cell con-
taining 192 atoms (computer memory constraints prohibit
bigger cells for Cu). Above an additional adsorbate layer
[19], there is 9 (13) Å of vacuum for Al (Cu). The
Brillouin zone is sampled using a 6 3 2 (3 3 1) k-point
mesh for Al (Cu). The dense sampling and large cells
yield excellent energy convergence; adatom diffusion bar-
riers and dimer binding energies for Al on both unrelaxed
and relaxed surfaces are within 2 meV of previous calcula-
tions using a 6 3 5 3 6 atom supercell and 6 3 6 k-point
mesh [20].
To separate electronic and elastic adsorbate interactions,
all calculations are performed at two levels of relaxation.
In one case, the slab (no adsorbates) is first fully relaxed,© 2000 The American Physical Society
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calculations. In the other case, all atoms are allowed to
relax, save for the bottom two layers which in both cases
are fixed at bulk coordinates. In both instances, two atoms
are adsorbed on top of the slab, and (always) allowed to
fully relax. For AlAl(111), one atom is placed in an hcp
site (the preferred binding site at low coverage), and the
other atom is placed at consecutive hcp, bridge, and fcc
sites along the 110 direction. In the CuCu(111) calcu-
lations, one atom is placed in an fcc site, and the other in
alternating bridge and fcc sites along the 110 direction.
The maximum adatom-adatom separation is 17 (13) Å for
Al (Cu), slightly less than half the length of the 41 (31) Å
supercell so that image interactions should never exceed
half the interaction energy at maximum separation. Saddle
points for atomic diffusion are located by mapping out the
total energy on a dense grid near bridge sites; in this case
one or two of the lateral adsorbate coordinates are locked at
each point on the mesh. Part of the supercell is illustrated
in Fig. 1.
To set the stage and establish part of the unperturbed
potential-energy surface, we first consider self-diffusion
of isolated adatoms. The computed activation energies
FIG. 1. Top view of adsorption geometries in the DFT calcu-
lations. One adatom is placed at its preferred binding site (hcp
for Al and fcc for Cu; midsize circles), and another atom is
then placed at successive binding sites and saddle points (tiny
circles) along the 110 direction (half the length of the Al
supercell is shown). The binding energy is defined as E 
E11 1 E
2
1 2 E0 2 E2, where the subscript denotes the number
of adatoms in the cell and the superscript identifies the indi-
vidual atomic positions, and is shown as a function of adsorbate
separation d in terms of lattice sites. Both frozen (middle graph)
and relaxed (bottom graph) cases are truncated at short separa-
tions to enhance resolution.Ed are given in Table I. Note that the elastic substrate
response considerably smooths out the surface corrugation,
which greatly facilitates the diffusion process in lowering
the activation energy by a factor of 3 for both AlAl(111)
and CuCu(111) [21].
We start out by identifying three distinct interaction
regimes according to adsorbate separation: (i) At mini-
mal interatomic separations, direct electronic interactions
prevail, and localized chemical dimer bonds are formed
[20,23]. This interaction falls off exponentially, and is
therefore very short ranged [1]. At its extreme, it can effec-
tively extend up to a couple of lattice sites, and form a “de-
nuded” zone on weakly corrugated surfaces, where adatom
pairs are unstable with respect to dimerization (cf. the is-
sue of capture radii in Refs. [8,23,24]). (ii) At larger
separations, adsorbate interactions are predominantly indi-
rect, and mediated in three ways: via electrostatic (dipole-
dipole) and elastic fields, which both decay monotonically
with separation d as 1d3, and via oscillatory Friedel-
type quantum corrections [1,2]. (iii) The most long-ranged
form of indirect interaction is found for metals with a par-
tially filled surface band (assuming a near-spherical Fermi
surface), where the Friedel-type interaction energy decays
asymptotically as 2 sin2qFdd2 [1,2,5], qF being the
in-plane Fermi wave vector. In the absence of a sur-
face band, the same interaction falls off much faster, as
cos2qFdd5 [1,2].
To contrast indirect adsorbate interactions in the
presence or absence of a surface band, CuCu(111) and
AlAl(111) are studied. The Cu(111) surface band should
produce asymptotic oscillations with a period 15 Å— the
shortest among the noble metal surfaces [5], and thus
potentially best to investigate in a supercell geometry. The
Al(111) surface has no occupied surface-band states and
should provide a reference.
The DFT computed adatom-adatom interaction energet-
ics for AlAl(111) and CuCu(111) are illustrated in Fig. 1
and summarized in Table I. Since short-range interactions
are well understood [20,23], we focus on regimes (ii) and
(iii). With adatom separation d, we find variations in the
total energy at both binding sites and saddle points. The
fact that the range of variations in the interatomic potential
due to indirect interactions are still there in their full extent
even when elastic response is frozen (Fig. 1, Table I) indi-
cates that indirect interactions are mainly electronic in this
regime. It is interesting to note though that elastic substrate
TABLE I. DFT values for the atomic diffusion barrier in the
case of an isolated adatom (Ed) and the range of variation in
barriers produced by the presence of another adatom (Ed) on
the frozen and relaxed substrates. All values are in meV.
Frozen Relaxed
System Ed Ed Ed Ed
AlAl(111) 115 110–126 42 24–53
CuCu(111) 134 110–146 50 41–691911
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diffusion barriers by smoothening out the surface corru-
gation. This effect triples the Ed 2 EdEd ratios—Ed
(Ed) being the atomic diffusion barriers with (without)
adsorbate interactions—and thereby increases the relative
magnitude of indirect electronic interactions.
Although these supercells are extraordinarily large for
a systematic first-principles study, they still capture only
part of the indirect interaction curve. We certainly note a
long-ranged variation for Cu, but it is not possible to dis-
cern how well its periodicity agrees with half the Fermi
wavelength pqF  15 Å measured by Crommie et al.
[25]. A density-of-states examination does show a surface
band, although it is clear that its position and character-
istics are affected by slab-thickness convergence problems
as well as intrinsic shortcomings of LDA/GGA. A graphic
indication of the importance of indirect interactions on
Cu(111) is given by recent scanning-tunneling microscopy
(STM) observations of long-range ordering of sulfur atoms
with a periodicity of 15 Å [26].
We now turn to discuss the strength of indirect interac-
tions, and their impact on surface morphology. At elevated
temperatures, relative adsorbate binding energies dictate
the surface structure [8,24,27]. We find a binding energy
variation of about 17 meV for Al, and about 46 meV for
Cu adatoms due to indirect interactions. At low tempera-
tures, kinetic limitations control the surface morphology
[8,24,27]. The computed total-energy variations at bind-
ing sites and saddle points translate into separation and
direction dependent atomic diffusion barriers (Fig. 1,
Table I). For Al, the activation energy assumes values of
24–53 meV, to be contrasted against the nominal 42 meV
of isolated adatoms. For Cu, the barrier is 41–69 meV,
compared with 50 meV for isolated adatoms. For both
systems, the “perturbations” are therefore almost as large
as the atomic diffusion barrier itself.
With these results in mind, one might wonder how it
is possible in general to understand and model many ma-
terials systems while completely neglecting long-ranged
interactions. The key to understanding this question is to
compare the perturbations stemming from indirect interac-
tions with other characteristic energies. For many systems,
mRy variations in the potential-energy landscape are small
compared with adsorbate bond energies and surface diffu-
sion barriers, and we therefore expect them to only weakly
perturb adsorbate interactions. Conversely, it is also clear
that indirect interactions should be important for adsorbate-
metal systems with weak ad-ad bonds and/or a weakly
corrugated surface. Examples here include, but are not
limited to, homogeneous and heterogeneous MM111
and RM111 systems, where M can be Al, Cu, Ag, Au,
and R any of the rare gases, and judging from recent re-
ports [10,26], possibly chalcogens and halogens as well. In
these cases, the perturbation of the energy landscape that
results from indirect adsorbate interactions is comparable
to the corrugation of the landscape itself, and (except for1912pure metal systems) of the same magnitude as chemical
adsorbate bonds.
Indirect interactions are consequently expected to have
a strong effect on the diffusion kinetics and aggregation
for this type of adsorbate-metal systems. To test these
ideas on laboratory time and length scales, we perform
ab initio kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations [28]
of the low-temperature growth of Al(111) and Cu(111).
The only input to these calculations is a set of previously
DFT-computed activation energies [24] and the current
long-range perturbations to the energy landscape. Pos-
sible angular dependencies of interaction energies are un-
known, and thus neglected, and the interaction between
more than two adatoms is described by pairwise summa-
tion. Theoretical studies by Einstein [1] suggest that the
latter is a good approximation beyond the shortest adatom
separations, as corroborated in a recent STM study [11].
A detailed account of these calculations will be presented
elsewhere; a summary follows below.
A representative indicator of surface morphology is the
island density. In the case of Al, with a deposition flux
F  0.01 monolayers (MLs), coverage Q  5%, and
substrate temperature of 25 K, the computed indirect in-
teractions roughly triple the island density (compared with
the absence of long-range interactions). Efforts to better
account for the asymptotic decay in the KMC simulations
further augment this effect, but an accurate quantitative
estimate thereof cannot be made at present because of
high sensitivity of nucleation dynamics to activation en-
ergy fluctuations at separations beyond our DFT data. For
CuCu(111) (25 K, F  0.01 MLs, Q  10%), indirect
interactions lead to a fivefold increase of the island den-
sity, see Fig. 2. The enhanced nucleation results from the
fact that the diffusion barriers are notably larger for associ-
ating adatoms than dissociating them. Assuming pairwise
additive interactions, such a repulsion inhibits attachment
to existing islands and leads to an increased island den-
sity compared with the same system devoid of long-range
interactions.
The fact that indirect long-ranged adsorbate interactions
can drastically increase the island density is very interest-
ing for experimentally determined adsorbate diffusivities.
FIG. 2. KMC-computed surface morphology (500 3 425 Å2)
of CuCu(111) at T  25 K, F  0.01 MLs, Q  10% with-
out (left) and with (right) taking into account the DFT-calculated
long-range interactions [29].
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density will be too low, and artifically low diffusion pre-
factors will be deduced from mean-field nucleation theory
or kinetic simulations. For example, if the island density
decreases by a factor of 10 because long-range interactions
are neglected, the deduced prefactor will typically appear 3
orders of magnitude smaller than it really is. Over the last
few years, a series of anomalously low (by up to 10 orders
of magnitude) diffusion prefactors have been reported for
weakly corrugated systems [12]. According to our analy-
sis above, this particular class of systems is exactly where
indirect interactions should be important. It is thus quite
possible, even likely, that such anomalies are unphysical
[30], and a mere consequence of neglecting to account
for indirect interactions in the analysis of island density
data. While we demonstrate the significance of such inter-
actions for island nucleation, even more long-ranged inter-
action energies should be considered in order to determine
whether adsorbate interactions alone can account for the
anomalies in STM island densities, something which at
present is unattainable with the DFT-KMC method.
In summary, we have determined the nature and strength
of indirect adsorbate interactions in two different systems
from first principles, and shown these to significantly alter
the binding and motion of otherwise isolated adsorbates.
We explain where it is important to take such long-ranged
interactions into account, and demonstrate via kinetic
simulations the strong effects they can have on surface
morphology. These results suggest that reports of anoma-
lously low diffusion prefactors may be an artifact of
neglecting indirect interactions in analyses of experimen-
tal island density data.
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